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ACROSS
2.  The traditional shuttlecock base is made of this material 
5.  Name of badminton played by British in India
6.  Number of points needed to win a men’s game in 

traditional scoring
8.  The BWF tournament is now an _____ event
9.  Shuttles can be made of them 
11.  A rarely used high and deep defensive stroke
13.  A shuttlecock weighs one-sixth of one
14.  The type of medal for Olympic winners who come in first 

place
15.  The ultimate attacking shot
16.  Best two out of three games 
17.  Motion similar to throwing a ball
19.  This is always an underhand shot
20.  The W stands for this in BWF 
21.  Most badminton champions come from this country

DOWN
1.  This is 44 feet long and 17 feet wide 
3.  The only player who can score a point in traditional 

scoring 
4.  Done with a “flicking” motion
5.  A more durable shuttle
7.  Acronym for badminton federation founded in 1934
9.  When a shuttlecock falls out of bounds 
10.  What you hit in badminton 
12.  A badminton racquet is _____ than a tennis racquet
18.  A controlled smash 

Name: _________________________________________    Date: ________________

CROSSWORD   BADMINTON

Physical Education Sports and Activities: Badminton
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Badminton

China

England

IBF

Olympic

Shuttlecock

Poona

India

Feathers

Scoring

Serve

Racquet

Drop

Clear

Net

BWF

Cork

Beijing

Aerobic

Ireland

Find these words in the above puzzle. Circle the words.

WORD SEARCH  BADMINTON

Name: _________________________________________    Date: ________________

Physical Education Sports and Activities: Badminton

Forehand

Pradesh

Exercise

Shuttle

Rally
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WORD SCRAMBLE  BADMINTON

Name: _________________________________________    Date: ________________


